
Crop Lifter / Conditioner

CLC  ::  Crop Lifter / Conditioner
In keeping with our philosophy of providing farmers with a complete harvesting system, 
the innovative Amadas CLC Crop Lifter Conditioners bring a completely new concept to 
lifting and conditioning peanuts and other crops. The gentle action of our advanced design 
allows the windrows to be lifted and replaced smoothly, enhancing the crop condition for 
more efficient harvesting. Available in 16’, 18’, 19’ and 25’ widths.

AMERICAN MADE   ::   ADVANCED DESIGN   ::   ABSOLUTE SERVICE



Crop Lifter / Conditioner
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CLC :: Crop Lifter / Conditioner

AMERICAN MADE   ::   ADVANCED DESIGN   ::   ABSOLUTE SERVICE

CLC - 16
Six 30” Rows

CLC - 18
Six 36” Rows

CLC - 19
Six 38” Rows

CLC - 25
Ten 30” Rows

Length 94-5/8” 94-5/8” 94-5/8” 94-5/8”

Header width 182-3/8” 208-1/4” 225-1/4” 293-1/2”

Overall width 210” 240-3/4” 252-7/8” 320-7/8”

Height 67-5/16” 67-5/16” 67-5/16” 67-5/16”

Weight 2,815 lbs 3,037 lbs 3,148 lbs 3,900 lbs

Pickup 6-Bar Spring Tooth

Hitch type CAT III, CAT IIIN - (Optional CAT II)

Drive Hydraulic Drive - “10 GPM required”
Gauge wheel tires 4-Ply 23x10.5x12

DISCLAIMER: Amadas Industries, whose policy is one of continuous improvement, reserves the right to change specifications, design, or prices without incurring obligation.

VISIT US ONLINE: To see the full benefits and spec details, download the full user manual at https://cat.amadas.com/

• Gentle Lifting Action: 
  Windrows are lifted and replaced, fluffing the  
  windrow without damaging it, minimizing losses 
  while preparing the crop for harvest.

• Advanced Pickup Design: 
  Utilizes the same six bar cammed pickup as our  
  combine headers, with open rods for cleaning  
  and a unique roller design to smooth flow 
  through the machine.

• Adjustable Hydraulic Drive:  
  Allows operator to match pickup speed to ground 
  speed and eliminates common PTO driveline 
  maintenance and problems.

• Promotes uniform drying: 
  Breaking the the ground moisture seal in damp,  
  rained on windrows advances uniform drying 
  and allows harvesting operations to begin 
  earlier.

• Improves Harvest: 
  The lifting action is gentle on the windrow, but 
  reduces dirt, rocks, and other foreign material 
  entering combines, improving harvest quality 
  and efficiency.

• Low Profile Design: 
  The low lift height allows the windrow to be 
  handled gently, minimizing loss.


